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Short chapter book ideal for kids age 4 up to 7. Good for beginner chapter readers. Zach has a pet

monster called Lenny. No one else can see or hear him.He loves Lenny but there is one big

problem. Lenny loves to fart!He farts at home and at school and everyone thinks that itâ€™s

Zach.Zach is tired of getting in trouble because of Lennyâ€™s farting.What will Zach do?If you enjoy

this book, you may also enjoy other books by Kate Clary, including THE MONSTER THAT STOLE

MY UNDERWEAR and FARTICUS STINKAMUS.
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Yes, I know! I can hear some PC folks complaining that the story encourages bad manners. But, I

disagree. The author finds a clever way to address the consequences of bad manners and the

rewards and responsibilities of being conscious of others' comfort zones. I also appreciate that the

book is divided into small chapters which gives children great practice in graduating from images to

analytical thinking while reading. That, for me is way more important than teaching our children that

people don't pass gas, or burp at inopportune moments. As a parent, I have instilled in my child



what society's "rules" are about what is considered rude or inappropriate. Reading a funny book is

not at the top of my list of something to be overly concerned about. I'm more excited that I only

mandated he read one chapter to me, yet he read all five chapters in one sitting.Good read...

Like the monster, I also have a particular talent with cutting the nastiest, stinkiest farts known to

mankind. I've got to be careful because my farts are dangerous. I don't want to accidentally give my

mommy a heart attack (or fart attack). It is good to know that marshmallows help, but the author

didn't say how the monster used them. Perhaps as corks? Yeah, I'll try that.

Child was really.. really laughing... It was fun to hear the child giggle. The third story kinda builds up

to the monster farting and it seemed to be really fun for our family.

My 4-year old grandson loved this one. He laughed a lot and now we talk about our imaginary

monster and credit him with certain things, too. This is just fun.

My granddaughters love this book. They particularly enjoyed it when I substituted the of the monster

'Lenny' with Grandpa and sometimes call Grandpa "lenny' when the timing is right-if you get my

drift. LOL

My grandsons, 5 and 8, couldn't get enough of this book! We read it over and over during their visit.

They laughed and giggled and enjoyed it to no end. The descriptions of the characters and actions

were so accurate you were right there in the story. We also bought the other 2 books in this series

and they were just as highly received as this book.

I read the book to my kids as a bedtime story. They thought it was so funny that the monster keeps

getting Zach in trouble. Would love to read more books that Kate has written.

Made my 6 year old grandson laugh and he went to bed without an argument. What else could one

want
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